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Letter from John Green to John P. Green
November 9, 1838
[John P. Green Mss. – A.L.S.]
Worcester, November 9th 1838
Dear Cousin,
I have this day received yours of the 6th containing a list of the lectures to be delivered in
NYork this winter. I have selected the following as being all that you can attend the first
course with much advantage. You will find a good knowledge of Anatomy & Physiology
to be the foundation of your profession and they cannot be learned without
demonstrations upon the recent subject. The lectures on the Theory and Practice of
Medicine & Surgery can be of but little use to you at present as they presuppose a
knowledge of Anatomy & Physiology and as the theory does not require any ocular
demonstrations they can be almost as well learned from books as from lectures,
Viz R Wath Special Anatomy
J A Smith Physiology
J R Rhinelander General, Pathological, & Surg. Anat.
J [name illegible] Chemistry
Anatomical Demonstrations
These will amount to about one half of the course. You will find your time may be fully
occupied with

them, the remaining part of the course can be attended another winter and with much
greater advantage. The attendance upon the Hospital and eye infirmary may be dispensed
with until another winter. I should like to have you visit the hospital a few times merely
to see the internal arrangement of the institution but the daily attendance will be almost
lost time the present season.
I think you will do well to request Cousin Timothy to consult some Physician with whom
he is acquainted. Perhaps he may suggest some alteration that may be advantageous to
you.
You have thence four winters for study before you will have completed your professional
studies. If you attend but a part of the lectures the first winter and the remainder the
second, you can then attend a full course the third or fourth and be ready to be examined
for a degree. The last winter will be best spent in some other institution.
Yours truly
John Green
Mr John P. Green
Student in Medicine NYork

P.S. I wish you to say to cousin Andrew that I am well pleased with the interest tables. I
do not expect the books by the Great Western as she remained in port but 8 or 9 days.
The order could not be executed in so short a time as it would have to be sent to London
& back again. Whenever they do arrive I wish him to inform me what farther sum will be
required. Will you look into some of the largest bookstores when you have leisure and
see if you can find A. T. Thompsons Mat. Med. get the price number of pages and
edition, all Friends are well give my love to Aunt Green & family also to Cousin Timothy
/signed/J.G.

[From:] Dr. Green
Worcester State of Massachusetts
[Addressed:] Messrs Green & Mitchell
For Mr John P. Green No 63 ½ Cedar Street
NYork
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